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 Play Now! The old school gameplay of Breakout has been a major factor in its many greatest hits releases. The new Breakout is no different. Go ahead and play it today! Custory Games broke through the mould of the platformer genre with the original Breakout. Breakout 2: Big Splash is a major step up in the series, taking us all the way to the open seas! This page contains a list of all Breakout 2:
Big Splash cheats, hints, and other game cheats. Note that some of these are easy to find and some will take a bit of work to uncover. But in return, they're some of the most powerful cheats you'll ever use! Breakout 2: Big Splash Cheats RetroCon: The retro team came through with a cheat code that lets you play as the animated B-reeler. All you have to do is follow the instructions. There's no way to
tell who'll be available so if you get a mii you don't know you can't skip over him. The cheat is the only one that works on all characters. Platform Game Rank: See who is the highest, lowest, and average rank on the global leaderboard. Cyclops: See who is the highest, lowest, and average rank on the global leaderboard with the best weapons. Beat The A.I.: See who is the highest, lowest, and average

rank on the global leaderboard with the worst weapons. Buttons: See what each button does. Flipper: See what each flipper can do. Scoreboard: See how you rank against the others. Breakout 2: Big Splash Hints The boss of this game is the Yellow Torpedo. It's the only character to have the highest rank on all stats in Big Splash. Go to the sea front and look for a tower. There is a big ship at the top of it
with the Yellow Torpedo in it. When in the sea, you have to activate the cannons on your ship by pressing them. If you press them at the wrong time, the cannons will explode, but if you hold them down, they'll shoot the balls. The balls can get up to a huge distance but the time it takes to get there depends on the wind. Be patient and wait for the balls to land. A certain oar 82157476af
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